In the matter of Wheeling and Banking Agreement for Renewable Sources of Energy

ORDER

Preamble:
The Commission vide its Order dated 11.7.2008 had approved the standard ‘Wheeling and Banking Agreement’ for Renewable Energy [RE] projects. The validity of the said order was extended by various orders of the Commission upto 30.06.2014.

The Commission had issued Draft Wheeling and Banking Agreements[WBA] for RE projects under Non-REC route and for RE captive Power Plants under REC route, inviting comments/suggestions/views from stakeholders and also held a public hearing in the matter on 25.06.2014. After duly considering the comments/suggestions/views of the Stakeholders, the Commission has finalized the standard formats of WBA. Hence, this Order.

Order

The Commission, after duly considering the comments/suggestions/views of various stakeholders, hereby approves the Standard Wheeling & Banking Agreement for RE projects under Non-REC route and for RE Captive Power Plants under REC route, as enclosed at Annexure-1 and Annexure-2 respectively to this Order. The wheeling & banking agreement is applicable for wind, mini hydel
and solar power plants, as banking is allowed only for these categories. For other renewable sources only wheeling agreement is applicable.

The Commission may from time to time add, vary, alter, modify or amend any of clause or clauses of the standard WBA or the entire agreement, either suomottu or on an application by any of the Stakeholders.
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